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Abstract

Currently, managing raw alerts generated by different sensors with various capabilities, placed in different locations of intrusion detection systems has become an important issue. All intrusion detection systems are able to generate alerts in case of an intrusion; however these systems are not able to manage and analyze the generated alerts themselves due to the large number of generated alerts and also false positives. There has been many methods to eliminate this weakness one of which is alert correlation. Using alert correlation methods, we can fully manage alerts generated by intrusion detection systems. Moreover we can ignore false alerts to some extent, reduce generated alerts and facilitate their analysis. In order to focus on security requirements of organizations, it is recommended to use alert correlation coupled with a knowledge database and event log analysis system in a security operations center. We can simply define alert correlation as the process of correlating different alerts. Generally we can say that alert correlation facilitates management, investigation and analysis of different security alerts generated by various systems. It connects different alerts and also reduces the number of raw alerts.

Introduction

Increasingly expansion of computer networks and their users has made security provision one of the open academic and commercial subjects studied by many researchers around the world. As computer networks expand, destructive attacks are also increased in these networks, such that we observe a many new attacks around us every day. Many devices are used in the context of networks to provide security. These devices include intrusion detection system, intrusion prevention systems, firewalls, etc.

With taking into account the expansion of current networks and the fact that sensors of the intrusion detection systems may be installed in different locations of the network, a great number of alerts are generated by these devices. Moreover since intrusion detection networks may not be fully accurate, it is possible that false alerts are generated. There are different types of false alerts which will be described in the following sections. Therefore, due the great number of alerts generated by these systems and the possibility of false alerts among true ones, users are not capable of correctly managing and investigating these alerts. Several methods have been proposed to solve this problem which all has some advantages and drawbacks; however one of these methods which is almost the best solution, is alert correlation. Alert correlation refers to correlating different or sometimes similar alerts generated by different intrusion systems of a network. In other words some low-level alerts are synthesized to create a high-level alert. This reduces the number of alerts to investigate in comparison to the initial number. Another advantage is that while correlating alerts, false alerts can be identified and eliminated during this stage. Another advantage is that a new alert is generated by synthesizing low-level alerts which is more comprehensive, applicable and in a higher level of abstraction for network security managers. Moreover generated alerts after correlation can be prioritized by the attack and generated alerts which make managers react more properly to attacks and also recover from damages cause by it. Due to the great importance of alert correlation, we focus the rest of this article on alert correlation. This study is a survey about alert correlation and presents no novel ideas.

We intent to concentrate on intrusion detection system whose primary task is to timely detect an intrusion in the network.

Current Architectures:

This section introduces four of the current existing architectures in the logic level for alert correlation systems.
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First Architecture (Integrated Method to Correlation)

The First Architecture:

includes ten components: normalizing, pre-processing, synthesizing similar alerts, verifying alerts, creating attack threads, creating attack sessions, attack focus reconstruction, multi-step correlation, effect evaluation and alert prioritizing.

Components of the First Architecture:

The Second Architecture:

includes two components: normalizing and synthesizing the events and alerts. This was mostly an experimental architecture and it is only used to test new methods.

Components of the Second Architecture:

The Third Architecture:

includes three components: normalizing, synthesizing alerts and events, creating views. This architecture is rather experimental than practical and it mostly used to test new innovating methods.

Creating Views:

One of the important activities of correlation systems is creating major views for alerts. These views can be defined based on different analysis requirements with different objectives. Examples of this group of activities include:

Creating Attack Threads:

100 correlating alerts with the same attacker and victim and occurring close to each other. This was also explained in the first architecture.

Security Events Report:

grouping alerts with same attackers, victims and attack types, occurring in short time intervals.
Various Attack Graph Visualization Tools:

this group of methods, first connects events based on perquisite relationships as a graph and then simplifying the graph for observation and analysis using different methods.

Components of the Third Architecture:

The Fourth Architecture:

which is more complete than the two previous architectures and less complete than the first. It includes five components: normalizing, synthesizing alerts, synthesizing events, creating views and prioritizing.

This architecture is both practical and experimental.

Components of the Fourth Architecture:

Alert Correlation in Intrusion Detection Systems:
Alert correlation is a process for analyzing and correlating security signs and alerts to aggregate the information of the network and hosts. Different techniques have been proposed in recent years for sign correlation and attack scenario analysis which can be generally categorized in three groups:

- Correlation based on statistical similarity between signs attributes.
- Correlation based on comparing complete pre-defined attack scenarios.
- Correlation based on attack consequences and perquisites.

(Valdes and Skinner, 2001) use a statistical approach for correlating signs by comparing their similarities. (Shopens, 2002) use classification techniques based on attribute similarities. (Debar and Vespey, 2001) propose conceptual hierarchical classification techniques for correlation. Complete scenario of attacks provide useful information for sign analysis. This data is aggregated from the knowledge of researchers. LAMBDA (Copens et al, 2000) and STATL (Ecman et al, 2002) are standard languages for specifying the stages of attacks. However their significant problem is that they are unable to identify new attacks.

Another approach, correlation based on perquisites and consequences of attacks is used to eliminate the constraints of the above method. In other words, instead of using pre-defined complete attack scenarios, perquisites and consequences of each attack is specified before correlation. The correlation engine operates through comparing the consequences of the previous and perquisites of the future attacks.

**Correlation:**

The goal of alert correlation is finding logical relationships between alerts to reconstruct an attack scenario. This sub-process of correlation is also called creating attack scenarios or mining attack scenarios. The research in the context of correlation is categorized as follows (Elmemory and Zhang, 2007):

- **Similarity based Correlation:** alerts are classified based on their attribute similarities. The minimum similarity degree required to correlate two alerts can be configured by a corresponding variable. The similarity based correlation tries to correlate alerts based on common attributes, their similarities and using a configurable a general total expected similarity parameter. 116 hyper-alerts are generated from each set of correlated alerts.

- **Scenario based Correlation:**

One of the correlation methods is scenario recognition. This methods describes an attack scenario and recognizes it while execution. Most of the related research use visual models or learning methods to specify attack scenario. CAML, ADELE, STATL and LAMBADA are instances of detection and correlation languages used for describing attack.

- **Statistical Correlation:**

Statistical correlation is complement to correlation using a knowledge database. Kane uses Bayesian networks to model casual relationships between alerts. This model represents alerts by nodes and relationships by edges. The goal of this model is to specify the types of alerts which are the cause of alert A and expressing the conditional probability in case its parents (causes) occur. They have proposed a simple algorithm based on mutual information of 128 alerts to create a Bayesian network structure (casual relationships between alerts). This research uses a casual network as a tool of expressing casual relationships and probabilistic dependencies. The casual network is a directed acyclic graph in which each node represents a random variable containing a set of possible states. Edges represents probabilistic (casual) dependencies between variable.
The placement and connections of status nodes, the attack and the alert have different effects on the attack as different perquisites. Attacks are also different regarding their success rate. The probability of recognizing attacks is also different regarding the operational domain and the recognition by different intrusion detection systems. This can be applied to the correlation process by the knowledge of security analyzers about attacks and alerts. This knowledge is expressed through specifying the perquisite probabilities of the parent nodes and the conditional probabilities of other nodes.

**Time Correlation:**

Lee and Kane have proposed a method in which casual relationships between alerts are analyzed using Granger casual test (GCT). This test is a statistical analysis methods based on time sequences which enables determining the correlation between a time sequence variable (X) and another time sequence variable (Y) using statistical hypothesis test. In order to analyze time sequences in alert correlation, time sequence variables are modeled for all hyper-alerts based on the number of alerts in the unit of time and then GCT is performed.

GCT determines whether X has significant information about Y. If it does, alert type X can be the cause of alert type Y.

The main notion of GCT is approximating the value of Y using two models:

- Autoregressive (AR). The value of Y is approximated by its previous values.
- Auto regressive mobile average (ARMA). The value of Y at time t is approximates by its previous values and previous values of X.

**Comparison of Alert Correlation Methods**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Similarity based</th>
<th>Scenario based</th>
<th>Statistical based</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The ability to synthesize received alert from various sources</td>
<td>Simple</td>
<td>Based on existing knowledge</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requiring pre-existing knowledge</td>
<td>Alert comparison functions</td>
<td>Alert/scenario definitions</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to identify false alerts</td>
<td>Only in case of overlapping different alert sources</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Speculates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identifying multi-stage attacks</td>
<td>Hardly</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Speculates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ability to operate under unknown (new) conditions</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>If learning is possible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expected error rate</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Usable alone for the entire process</td>
<td>Suitable</td>
<td>Suitable</td>
<td>Unsuitable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we can see in the table above, none of the methods can be used alone for alert correlation; since each has some weaknesses and none can alone satisfy the needs of the correlation process. They are usually applied combined.

At the final section of this research, we have introduced different existing architectures for alert correlation and their components. As it was mentioned, there are different architectures for alert correlation which all have advantages and drawbacks. Other architectures are mostly used in commercial products and they are not accessible to public. After selecting a suitable architecture, a correlation method should be selected which is a difficult task due to the existence of various correlation methods. As it was mentioned each methods has its advantages and drawback. Today an individual product rarely and in special cases use only one method and mostly a combination of them is applied. Therefore we can conclude that none of the aforementioned methods are sufficient alone.
The Problem:

We can generally say that security event and alert management is currently facing security managers with many challenges due to different security devices, the high speed of alert generation by these devices and also the variety, extension of alerts and also the existence of false alerts. Some of these challenges are:

The large amount of generated alerts by different security systems.

Different and multi-layer security solutions like firewalls, intrusion detection systems, intrusion prevention systems, Antiviruses, etc. all of which generate events in different formats and each follow different tasks.

Inexistence of specific and recorded measures for risk management and the significance of each alert. Increasingly extension of security attacks and creation of new attacks. Inability to analyze related and multi-step attacks that each step is recognized by one system. In order to eliminate these issues and focus on security requirements of the organizations, alert correlation with knowledge databases and event recording systems are recommended in a security operations center. However we can simply define alert correlation as the task of correlating different alerts. In fact, alert correlation connects events in a way that new meanings are created from them. Sometimes the amount of alerts is so high that human personnel are not capable of managing, analyzing and responding to those alert and also alerts are low-level. Thus alert correlation reduces the number of alerts generating higher level and more abstract alerts and their making management and analysis simple for human personnel. Another task of alert correlation is to transform raw received alerts into a common format.

We can generally say that alert correlation facilitates management, investigation and analysis of different security alerts generated by different systems, also connects alerts and reduces the number of raw alerts.

Related Work:

The first related article was published in 1990s. After that article, this subject was investigated by the researchers and started its evolution process. At first, existing alert correlation architectures were discussed and different correlation methods were then proposed. This study introduced different existing architectures containing different components each following a particular task. Each of these architectures have their own characteristics, advantages and drawbacks. As correlation architectures, there are different correlation methods. However none of those methods scientifically satisfy all requirements and each had their own advantages and drawbacks. Composite methods were also presented which used a combination of correlation methods. Statistical methods were not significantly applied among the correlation methods presented, they were limited to a specific domain and never applicable independently. In fact it can be used alone but it would never have the required performance. Similarity based methods solve the problems of statistical methods to some extent. However they possessed the same amount of problems. For instance in order to properly apply these methods, they should contain all attack patterns, so that based on the algorithm used, they can examine the similarity between the real attacks, the attacks they include and generate an alert.

Moreover, these methods were not able to discover the relationship between different attacks. These methods were also not applicable independently. Methods based on knowledge databases, to some extent, solved the problems above; however they also had some problems, one of which was the large size of the knowledge database they used. Therefore we can generally say that correlation methods are not usable alone and they should be essentially applied combined. Currently commercial systems usually use knowledge based correlation coupled with similarity based methods to some extent.
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